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Abstract

Spyware is somewhat of a silent killer, because its essential task is secretly and quietly monitoring or sending victim's sensitive information to a separate third party. Unfortunately, existing anti-spyware systems lack the ability to cope with the rapid changes in the spyware signatures and programs.

The main challenge in recent anti-spyware systems is to design efficient system that able to detect new and unknown spywares in a reasonable time. Furthermore, lack of interest in existing anti-spyware systems reusability. This paper introduces an adaptive anti-spyware system that able to deal with unpredictable discovered spywares on run time and improves the detection accuracy. The proposed system adopts design patterns approach in detecting and classifying spyware, in the sense that, reuse existing systems components in detecting new or unknown spywares without performing changes on these systems’ designs. The proposed
anti-spyware system can be considered as an engineering product that needs to be verified in terms of performance and maintainability. The aim here is to guarantee the performance of the designed system by defining evaluation methods for assessing the performance and maintainability of this design. Thus, the performance of the proposed system has been evaluated through the adopted data mining evaluation metrics. While, amount of reuse and reusability metrics have been defined to evaluate the proposed system maintainability.
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